Scope Note:

These sources enable the students to rationally use drugs in the prevention, diagnosis and treatment of human diseases, to rationally apply non-drug modes of prevention and treatment of human diseases and to develop awareness and gain basic skills in the investigative aspect of Pharmacology.

Books:
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**Online Articles:**

*Evaluation of the academic achievement of rural versus urban undergraduate medical students in pharmacology examinations.* Full Text Available (includes abstract); Faisal, Rizwan; Shinwari, Laiyla; Mateen, Hajra; Asian Pacific Journal of Reproduction; July 2016; Vol. 5 (4), pp. 317-320; DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.apjr.2016.06.002

Subjects: Academic performance; Pharmacology; Multiple choice questions; Short essay questions; Urban; Rural
Database: ScienceDirect

*Learning Pharmacology in Mexico: Laboratory Instruction.* Full Text Available (includes abstract); Rodriguez, Rodolfo; Ventura-Martinez, Rosa; Santiago-Mejia, Jacinto; Campos-Sepulveda, Efrain; Magos-Guerrero, Gil; Procedia – Social and Behavioral Sciences; April 2015; Vol. 177, pp. 23-28; DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.sbspro.2015.02.324

Subjects: pharmacology education; laboratory instruction
Database: ScienceDirect

*Social housing of non-rodents during cardiovascular recordings in safety pharmacology and toxicology studies.* Full Text Available (includes abstract); Prior, Helen; Bottomley, Anna; Champeroux, Pascal; Cordes, Jason; Delpy, Eric; Dybdal, Noel; Edmunds, Nick; Engwall, Mike; Foley, Mike; Hoffman, Michael; Kaiser, Robert; Meecham, Ken; Milano, Stephane; Milne, Aileen; Rick, Nelson; Roche, Brian; Valentin, Jean-Pierre; Ward, Gemma; Chapman, Kathryn; Journal of Pharmacological and Toxicological Methods; Sept-Oct 2016; Vol. 81, pp. 75-87; DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.vascn.2016.03.004

Subjects: 3Rs; Dog; Methods; Minipig; Non-human primate; Non-rodents; Safety pharmacology; Social housing; Telemetry; Toxicology
Database: ScienceDirect

*Students' perceptions about learning pharmacology at a single private institute in Malaysia.* Full Text Available (includes abstract); Abdulghani, Mahfoudh; Al-Naggar, Redhwan; Journal of Taibah University Medical Sciences; March 2015; Vol. 10 (1), pp. 40-44; DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jtumed.2015.01.001

Subjects: Learning pharmacology; Pharmacology; Private institute in Malaysia; Student perceptions
Database: ScienceDirect

*Systems pharmacology – Towards the modeling of network interactions.* Full Text Available (includes abstract); Danhof, Meindert; European Journal of Pharmaceutical Sciences; October 2016; Vol. 94, pp. 4-14; DOI: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ejps.2016.04.027

Subjects: Adaptive systems; Non-adaptive systems; Hysteresis; Variability; Non-linearity; Interdependency; Convergence; Resilience; Multi-stationarity; Synergy; Oscillation; Disease progression
Database: ScienceDirect
Thesis:


Available online: Connect to http://ethesis.ust.edu.ph/ethesis/cauilan-daisy.pdf

Electronic Resources:

**Advances in Pharmacology and Toxicology**

*Academic Search Complete* 2011 to present (Emargo: ) Your Access: (Emargo: )

Resource Type: Journal

ISSN: 0973-2381

Publisher: Advances in Pharmacology and Toxicology (APT Journals)

**Alimentary Pharmacology & Therapeutics**

*Academic Search Complete* 1998 to present (Emargo: 1 year) Your Access: (Emargo: )

*MEDLINE Complete* 1998 to present (Emargo: 1 year) Your Access: (Emargo: )

*MEDLINE with Full Text (EBSCO Publishing)* 1998 to present (Emargo: 1 year) Your Access: (Emargo: )

Resource Type: Journal

ISSN: 0269-2813 Online ISSN: 1365-2036 Publisher: Wiley-Blackwell

Subject: Medicine and Health Sciences -- Medical Sciences -- Internal Medicine; Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology

**Alimentary pharmacology & therapeutics symposium series**


Resource Type: Journal

ISSN: 1746-6334 Online ISSN: 1746-6342 Publisher: Wiley-Blackwell

Subject: Medicine and Health Sciences -- Medical Sciences -- Internal Medicine; Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology
American Journal of Pharmacology and Toxicology
Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 1557-4962 Online ISSN: 1557-4970 Publisher: Science Publications
Subject: Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology

Annual review of pharmacology and toxicology
   MEDLINE Complete 1997 - 2005 (Embargo: ) Your Access: (Embargo: )
Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 0362-1642 Online ISSN: 1545-4304 Publisher: Annual Reviews
Subject: Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology; Sciences -- Toxicology

Autonomic & Autacoid Pharmacology
   Academic Search Complete 2002 to present (Embargo: 1 year) Your Access: (Embargo: )
   MEDLINE Complete 2002 to present (Embargo: 1 year) Your Access: (Embargo: )
   MEDLINE with Full Text (EBSCO Publishing) 2002 to present (Embargo: 1 year) Your Access: (Embargo: )
Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 1474-8665 Online ISSN: 1474-8673 Publisher: Wiley-Blackwell
Subject: Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology

Bangladesh Journal of Pharmacology
Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 1991-007X Online ISSN: 1991-0088 Publisher: Bangladesh Pharmacological Society
Subject: Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology

Basic & Clinical Pharmacology & Toxicology
   Academic Search Complete 2004 to present (Embargo: 1 year) Your Access: (Embargo: )
   MEDLINE Complete 2004 to present (Embargo: 1 year) Your Access: (Embargo: )
   MEDLINE with Full Text (EBSCO Publishing) 2004 to present (Embargo: 1 year) Your Access: (Embargo: )
Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 1742-7835 Online ISSN: 1742-7843 Publisher: Wiley-Blackwell
Subject: Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology; Sciences -- Toxicology
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Subject: Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology

Comparative and General Pharmacology

ScienceDirect Backfile - Pharmacology, Toxicology and Pharmaceutics 1970 - 1974 (Embargo: )
Your Access: (Embargo: )
Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 0010-4035
Publisher: Elsevier Science Limited
Subject: Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology

Comparative Biochemistry and Physiology Part C: Comparative Pharmacology

ScienceDirect Backfile - Pharmacology, Toxicology and Pharmaceutics 1975 - 1993 (Embargo: )
Your Access: (Embargo: )
Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 0306-4492
Publisher: Elsevier Science Limited
Subject: Sciences -- Biology and Life Sciences -- Biological Chemistry;  Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology

Comparative Biochemistry and Physiology Part C: Pharmacology, Toxicology and Endocrinology

ScienceDirect Freedom Collection (Cristin) (Embargo: ) Your Access: (Embargo: )
Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 1367-8280
Publisher: Elsevier Science Limited
Subject: Sciences -- Biology and Life Sciences -- Biological Chemistry;  Sciences -- Biology and Life Sciences -- Physiology;  Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology

Comparative Biochemistry and Physiology Part C: Toxicology & Pharmacology

ScienceDirect Freedom Collection (Cristin) (Embargo: ) Your Access: (Embargo: )
Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 1532-0456 Online ISSN: 1878-1659 Publisher: Elsevier Science Limited
Subject: Sciences -- Biology and Life Sciences -- Biological Chemistry;  Sciences -- Biology and Life Sciences -- Physiology;  Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology

Continental Journal of Pharmacology and Toxicology Research

Academic Search Complete 2011 to present (Embargo: ) Your Access: (Embargo: )
Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 2141-4238
Publisher: Wilolud Journals
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Subject: Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology

International Journal of Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics
   MEDLINE Complete 2005 to present (Embargo: ) Your Access: (Embargo: )
   MEDLINE with Full Text (EBSCO Publishing) 2005 to present (Embargo: ) Your Access: (Embargo: )
Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 0946-1965
Publisher: Dustri-Verlag
Subject: Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology

International Journal of Nutrition, Pharmacology, Neurological Diseases
   Academic Search Complete 2011 to present (Embargo: ) Your Access: (Embargo: )
Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 2231-0738 Online ISSN: 2231-2722 Publisher: Medknow Publications

International Journal of Pharma and Bio Sciences
   Academic Search Complete 2010 to present (Embargo: ) Your Access: (Embargo: )
Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 0975-6299
Publisher: Advances in Pharmacology and Toxicology (APT Journals)
Subject: Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology

International Journal of Pharmacology
   Academic Search Complete 2007 to present (Embargo: ) Your Access: (Embargo: )
Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 1811-7775 Online ISSN: 1812-5700
Publisher: Asian Network for Scientific Information
Subject: Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology

Internet Journal of Pharmacology
   Academic Search Complete 2002 to present (Embargo: ) Your Access: (Embargo: )
Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 1531-2976
Publisher: Internet Scientific Publications
Subject: Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology

Iranian Journal of Pharmacology and Therapeutics
   Academic Search Complete 2009 to present (Embargo: ) Your Access: (Embargo: )
Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 1735-2657
Publisher: Razi Institute for Drug Research
Subject: Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology
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**Journal of Pharmacology and Pharmacotheuticals**

Resource Type: Journal  
ISSN: 1080-7683 Online ISSN: 1557-7732  
Publisher: Mary Ann Liebert Incorporated  
Subject: **Medicine and Health Sciences -- Medical Sciences -- Ophthalmology and Optometry; Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology**

**Journal of Pharmacology and Pharmacotherapeutics**

Resource Type: Journal  
ISSN: 0976-500X Online ISSN: 0976-5018 Publisher: Medknow Publications  
Subject: **Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology**

**Journal of Pharmacology and Toxicology**

Resource Type: Journal  
ISSN: 1816-496X  
Publisher: Academic Journals Inc., USA  
Subject: **Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology**

**Journal of Pharmacy and Pharmacology: An international journal of pharmaceutical science**

Resource Type: Journal  
ISSN: 0022-3573 Online ISSN: 2042-7158 Publisher: Wiley-Blackwell  
Subject: **Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology**

**Journal of Veterinary Pharmacology and Therapeutics**

Resource Type: Journal  
ISSN: 0140-7783 Online ISSN: 1365-2885 Publisher: Wiley-Blackwell  
Subject: **Sciences -- Veterinary Sciences**

**National Journal of Physiology, Pharmacy and Pharmacology**

Resource Type: Journal  
ISSN: 2231-3206  
Publisher: Association of Physiologists, Pharmacists & Pharmacologists
Naunyn-Schmiedeberg's Archives of Pharmacology
   MEDLINE Complete 2000 to present (Embargo: 1 year) Your Access: (Embargo: )
   MEDLINE with Full Text (EBSCO Publishing) 2000 to present (Embargo: 1 year) Your Access: (Embargo: )
Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 0028-1298 Online ISSN: 1432-1912
Publisher: Springer Berlin Heidelberg
Subject: Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology

Open Pharmacology Journal
   Academic Search Complete 2008 to present (Embargo: ) Your Access: (Embargo: )
Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 1874-1436 Online ISSN: 1874-1436
Publisher: Bentham Science Publishers
Subject: Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology

Pharmacology
   MEDLINE Complete 1998 to present (Embargo: 1 year) Your Access: (Embargo: )
   MEDLINE with Full Text (EBSCO Publishing) 1998 to present (Embargo: 1 year) Your Access: (Embargo: )
Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 0031-7012 Online ISSN: 1423-0313 Publisher: S Karger AG
Subject: Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology

Pharmacology & Pharmacy
   Academic Search Complete 2010 to present (Embargo: ) Your Access: (Embargo: )
Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 2157-9423 Online ISSN: 2157-9431
Publisher: Scientific Research Publishing
Subject: Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology

Pharmacology & Therapeutics
   ScienceDirect Backfile - Pharmacology, Toxicology and Pharmaceutics 1979 - 1994 (Embargo: )
   Your Access: (Embargo: )
   ScienceDirect Freedom Collection (Cristin) (Embargo: ) Your Access: (Embargo: )
Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 0163-7258 Online ISSN: 1879-016X Publisher: Elsevier Inc NY Journals
Subject: Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology
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Pulmonary Pharmacology

ScienceDirect Freedom Collection (Cristin) (Embargo: ) Your Access: (Embargo:
Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 0952-0600 Online ISSN: 1522-9637
Publisher: Elsevier Science Limited
Subject: Medicine and Health Sciences -- Medical Sciences -- Respiratory Medicine; Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology

Pulmonary Pharmacology & Therapeutics

ScienceDirect Freedom Collection (Cristin) (Embargo: ) Your Access: (Embargo: )
Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 1094-5539 Online ISSN: 1522-9629
Publisher: Elsevier
Subject: Medicine and Health Sciences -- Medical Sciences -- Respiratory Medicine

Regulatory Toxicology and Pharmacology

ScienceDirect Freedom Collection (Cristin) (Embargo: ) Your Access: (Embargo: )
Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 0273-2300 Online ISSN: 1096-0295 Publisher: Elsevier Inc NY Journals
Subject: Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology; Sciences -- Toxicology

Therapeutics Pharmacology and Clinical Toxicology

Academic Search Complete 2009 to present (Embargo: ) Your Access: (Embargo: )
Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 1583-0012
Publisher: Unspecified
Subject: Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology; Sciences -- Toxicology

Toxicology and applied pharmacology

ScienceDirect Freedom Collection (Cristin) (Embargo: ) Your Access: (Embargo: )
Resource Type: Journal
ISSN: 0041-008X Online ISSN: 1096-0333 Publisher: Elsevier Science Limited
Subject: Medicine and Health Sciences -- Pharmacy and Pharmacology; Sciences -- Toxicology

Should you have comments or suggestions on this pathfinder, please call us at this telephone number, 406-1611 local 8338 or email us at library@mnl.ust.edu.ph.
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